
What is Ning? 

 “Ning is the social platform for the world's interests and passions online. Millions of people every day are 
coming together across Ning to explore and express their interests, discover new passions, and meet new people 
around shared pursuits.”( from www.ning.com) 

What Ning is and how I have used Ning in my classroom: 

Ning is a closed social networking website (think “monitored Facebook”) where you and your students can 
interact on many levels regarding a variety of assignments.   

I teach two English classes, English 12 Honors and Creative Writing.  I set up a Ning for each class and sent a 
letter home to parents, explaining the safety features of Ning (privacy options, teacher monitoring).  When I 
explained Ning to students, I was clear and firm about their expectations on Ning. 

In both of my classrooms, Ning has greatly enhanced student learning.  English 12 Honors became attached to 
Ning right away, personalizing it and even responding to the academic prompts I posted before I requested they 
do so.  Furthermore, this helped me to learn student names and build a relationship with my students quickly.  
Now, many students access Ning at home and can ask questions through this social and academic medium.  
Students use the Chat feature to discuss papers and assignments, and can send me assignments to my inbox.  
With the connection to Google Docs and the capability to add documents to blogs, students have also submitted 
assignments and viewed assignments that I place on Ning. 

In my Creative Writing class, many students from all academic abilities are gathered in one classroom.  Blogs 
are a main feature I use in this class, which allows students to do a weekly free write to get their ideas on paper.  
Students comment on others’ work and provide useful feedback to others.  Creative Writing has also enjoyed 
using the Ning to upload their pictures and music.  Students also send messages to my inbox if they would like 
me to critique their writing or have any issues. 

One of the greatest features of Ning is the ability to monitor student activity.  Because I am an administrator, 
Ning sends me an email every time a comment, blog or picture is posted.  I also regularly check all Ning pages 
for activity and recently opened chat to English 12 Honors.  The student response to Ning has been extremely 
positive because the students feel as if Ning is personal to them.  My cooperating teacher claims that Ning is 
“better than Wikispaces” and plans to use Ning for online student interaction in the future. 

How to incorporate Ning into your classroom: 

Ning is very simple to use and easy to set up.  Just log on to www.ning.com to choose a domain for your Ning 
site.  Then, you can decide what features you would like on your Ning.  Ning features such as blogs and chat are 
great to use with students in all subject areas. 

Technologically, Ning is of great use in the classroom because it applies to students both on an educational and 
a social level.  Students enjoy using Ning because it is personal, fun to use, and easy to navigate.  It also 
provides a medium for student and teacher interaction in and outside of school.   

Although many schools still have Ning blocked by their server, it is an excellent use of technology.  With 
special permission, I had Ning opened for student use.  Although I was the first teacher to make a Ning at this 
high school, many other teachers have since incorporated the website into their classrooms. Contact your 
technology department to see if Ning can be used in your classroom.   

 


